
Consider 6’ sidewalk located at least 5 feet from street.  Ideally, right at ROW edge so it is 

clear where the ROW line is.

Try to keep sidewalk in a relatively straight line if possible.  Zigs and zags are not ideal for 

bikes.

In the areas between Western and Washington, consider a 10 (or 11) foot turn lane rather 

than a center TWLTL. Consider medians to control crossing points.

Use the center TWLTL in the commercial areas.  Consider reducing lane width.  14’ is more 

for higher speeds.  FHWA even says 10-14 feet is appropriate depending on the design 

speeds.  The area near Western may need a 14’ lane.  But the other commercial areas may 

only need 12’.

See FHWA page on lane widths:  

https://safety.fhwa.dot.gov/geometric/pubs/mitigationstrategies/chapter3/3_lanewidth.cf

m

Consider reducing the lane with of the outside lane.  Even 6” may reduce the need to 

additional ROW.
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Image of how the street could potentially look with medians and street trees.
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There may be a need for 3 separate standard profiles for the project.

Green is residential/upscale – with turn lanes, planter strips, and medians

Red is commercial – with center TWLTL

Blue is downtown – with turn lanes, wider sidewalks, and slower speeds.
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Consider reducing speed limit to 35 between Western and Washington.

A slower average speed and better signaling could actually reduce travel times.
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See if the storm sewer could go down 7th Ave to save 1 block of cost. 

Need to evaluate capacity of channel.

Consider instead doing storm sewer down Duck St to 12th Ave.  May require city kick in 

some cost.

Consider adding storm sewer between Main St and Knoblock.  4 blocks without any is a lot.
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Driveway at 6th/Western is already closed and not used.

The paving and ROW acquisition shown will be inadequate for when Western is widened.  

Why not go ahead and design it to tie in with future widening?
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Several drives are not needed.

Will Western S bound really require dual left turn lanes in the future? May just do a 

median.

Should the houses on the north side be purchased for project?  Could consolidate, rezone, 

and sell for commercial development.

If not, should design driveways so people do not need to back out onto the road.
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S side Willis is too close to the left turn lane for N side Willis for school. Consider rt in rt

out.

Need H & H study for bridge replacement. May require LOMR/CLOMR

Do they need that much ROW? Some would be in the school detention pond.

Signal at Willis St? One-way?

Pedestrian crossing at Willis St? Kids are not going to want to walk all the way to Kings to 

cross and then walk all the way back. Kings and Willis could be paired to act as one signal.  

Or provide a crossing island and pedestrian activated stop light on the east side of Willis St.

Remove driveway for the business at 6th/McFarland since it requires backing into street. 

Replace with public parking on McFarland?
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McFarland St has been removed for school.  

Kings street will one way? Does it still need the signal? Temporary signal for only when

school lets out? Pedestrian activated?
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N side Orchard St could be rt in rt out due to proximity to S side Orchard St. 
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Widen and improve slope for this driveway.  It is too narrow and steep. Consider removing 

it all together since property has access on Walnut.

S side Walnut St could be rt in rt out to allow for left turn lane for N side Walnut St.
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Combine or relocate residential drives.  Most could be moved to side street.

Consider Gray St rt in rt out so it does not conflict with hospital drives.

Left turn lane for the west most SMC driveway.

Why is there a need for the 8’ buffer adjacent to right turn lane? Causes a lot of ROW to 

need to be bought.
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Drives could be provided on side streets

Lincoln is a one-way one lane south bound street.  Is there a need for 2 lanes? Could keep 1 

lane and provide curb bulb for public parking.

Consider making SMC driveway rt in rt out.
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Check Bk 1759, Pg 504. This ROW has already been granted.
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Need to take a close look at Jefferson St intersection. It is slightly offset.  Could be 

dangerous.  Consider a median to control access, rt in rt out for S side.

Sidewalk does not seem necessary.  Nobody walks there.  Save the money.  Use it to 

improve the park or enhance the other sidewalks in the area.

There does not appear to be adequate space for a one-way lane and 2 sides of 45 degree 

parking.  Seems at least 1 foot short.  May need to widen street.

The radius at 6th Place and Washington seems especially large.  Is it needed to be that 

large?

Remove and relocate drives as needed.
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Consider relocating these drives to the side streets or making them rt in rt out.  There 

should be a center TWLTL so it is not super important here.
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Several drives could be consolidated or removed.
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Several driveways could be removed.

The drive at the gas station could be rt in rt out if it cant be removed.

Would need to pave a portion of the alley to relocate a driveway off it.
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Could roll out a road diet for Duck St with this project.  Could narrow the approaches to 

make curb bulbs.

Remove excess driveway.

Duncan St does not carry much traffic.  Could make them both rt in rt out to divert traffic to 

the signalized intersections in either direction.  Use a median to control access.
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Husband St is the crossing for the pedestrian corridor that connects the downtown with 

the OSU area.  Consider sidewalk enhancements to tie in with that.

Remove the excess driveways.
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ROW shouldn’t be needed here. The road already has the appropriate number of lanes at 

the appropriate width.  There shouldn’t be any need for changes here.

Notice this area has 11 foot lanes and works just fine currently.  I think this is evidence that 

the proposed 13’ lane is excessive in the 30 mph zones. 

Remove or consolidate excess driveway.
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Remove or combine driveways.

Kelly St is a street not an alley.  Consider making this a one-way street.  Or consider 

widening the approach to allow for a car to enter if there is one waiting to turn onto 6th

Ave.
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Check with Stillwater Mill to make sure the drives are where they would prefer.  Consider 

giving them one large driveway.

This is a crossing of the railroad tracks for the sidewalks. May need special signals for 

pedestrians? Crossing arms? Special considerations for ADA?
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Normally any pavement would require stormwater detention. Normally we don’t worry 

about it for road projects, but since this project is in an already developed area, perhaps 

there should be some mitigation.  Bio-swales would help with storm water control and 

water quality to help with the MS4 permit.

Bio-swales could be located in a planter strip adjacent to the street.
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Need public input from property owners, entire city, City Council.  Consider several 

methods for input. Public meetings may be a good idea.  Could write a press release for the 

paper.  Add a page to the website. 

I strongly think street trees are a good idea.  They could be in the medians and planter 

strips.  If we cannot convince ODOT to allow them in the planter strips, we could locate 

them on the other side of the sidewalk. We could try to get them on private property. We 

could try to solicit adjacent property owners to install or pay for it. Ideally, there would be 

some order to where and what trees are planted to create a unified look. 

FHWA even says street trees are not an issue for low speed roadways. While in context, 

they are referring to 25 mph or less roads, an argument can be made that the clear zone for 

6th Ave should be less than the shown 24 feet.  This is more on par with the clear zone for a 

65 mph highway. It may be worth clarifying the correct clear zone appropriate for this 

project.  My research says something like 10 feet would be appropriate.

There is also an opportunity to utilize the capacity of that storm sewer north of 6th which is 

proposed to be disconnected from 6th Ave.  While this would likely be a city project, there is 

a potential to bring storm sewer to extend it down Lewis to 8th Ave and east on 4th Ave to 

Husband St or farther.

Also note, the map of the storm sewer appears to be incorrect.  According to the GIS, it 

turns east at 3rd Ave to dump into the creek.
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